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Enhanced Distributed Solar Photovoltaic Deployment via 
Barrier Mitigation or Removal in the Western Interconnection

WIEB-NREL-LBNL Solar Energy Evolution and Diffusion Studies 2 – State 
Energy Strategies (SEEDS2-SES) project in which we proposed to address 
three categories of barriers:
• Interconnection
• Net Metering
• Reliability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WIEB reached out to NREL and LBNL to propose a project to DOE Solar regarding PV deployment in the Western U.S.Overall project focuses on barriers to PV deployment, organized into three categories: Interconnection (NREL), Rate Design (LBNL), Reliability (NREL)This presentation covers select findings regarding Reliability Barriers to (Distributed) PV DeploymentBased on the conceptual framework shown, which depicts the idea that solar development may proceed smoothly for awhile and then encounter some sort of barrier that requires significant resources to overcome, we were interested in identifying and addressing potential reliability barriers that are not well understood, uncertain, costly, or otherwise impactful. 

https://www.energy.gov/eere/solar/solar-energy-evolution-and-diffusion-studies-2-state-energy-strategies-seeds2-ses
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Reliability Barriers Screening

Perceived 
Reliability Barriers 
to PV Deployment

NREL Internal 
Experts 

Brainstorm

Internal & 
External1
Screening

1Technical Advisory Committee (TAC)

Research 
Plan

Research focused on reducing uncertainty
• Importance of perceived barrier
• Potential mitigation strategies
• Ability of state-of-the-art modeling 

tools to represent the issue

Photo by Jamie Keller, NREL 19697

Photo by Dennis Schroeder, NREL 45218

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We identified the barriers we wanted to study further by starting the research project with a screening processBy brainstorming with internal NREL experts to generate a list of “perceived reliability barriers” and then asking our Technical Advisory Committee to score of each barrier on several attributes, we were able to articulate a research plan that was timely, non-duplicative of previous work, and potentially impactful 
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Studied high penetration PV through the lens of 
three Western Interconnection regions

Arizona Focus Model (RPM-AZ) Oregon Focus Model (RPM-OR)Colorado Focus Model (RPM-CO)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The reports on (1) flexibility and (2) resource adequacy considerations for power systems with very high PV penetrations—started from capacity expansion modeling results for the three regions shownWe selected these regions to provide some breadth, that is, the (roughly) Arizona, Colorado, and Oregon power systems are significantly different in terms of current generation mix and solar resourceWe chose scenario parameters to examine how well our planning processes may or may not cope with very high PV penetrations. Thus, we are not attempting to speak directly to any state’s current system, current policy, or future aspirations; But we hope that these results are nonetheless indicative/helpful for states seeking to understand the implications of more solarThey also represent examples of what we could do in a state-specific study
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Contents

Technical presentations covering three selected reports:
• Power System Flexibility and Supply
• Resource Adequacy Considerations
• Simulating Distributed Energy Resource Responses to 

Transmission System-Level Faults Considering IEEE 1547 
Performance Categories on Three Major WECC Transmission 
Paths

Additional reports and other information are available from the 
project website

https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy21osti/72471.pdf
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy21osti/72472.pdf
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy20osti/73071.pdf
https://www.westernenergyboard.org/western-interstate-energy-board/barrier-mitigation-to-enhanced-distributed-solar-photovoltaic/


Power System Flexibility 
Requirements and Supply

Assessment of net load ramping needs 
and what resources are available to 
provide ramping at different timescales
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy21osti/72471.pdf

Jennie Jorgenson*, Elaine Hale, and 
Brady Cowiestoll
*Jennie.Jorgenson@nrel.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This project developed a new analysis tool for creating flexibility inventories from PLEXOS production cost modeling results, and used that capability to analyze flexibility demand and supply in the context of fictitious, very high solar penetration systemsIncreased contributions from PV and other sources of variable generation (VG) lead to increased variability and uncertainty in net load (i.e., load minus contributions from VG technologies)Inherent flexibility exists on the power system, but how will the requirements for flexibility change with new net load shapes?and will this inherent flexibility be sufficient?

https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy21osti/72471.pdf
mailto:Jennie.Jorgenson@nrel.gov
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Increasing solar leads to … … increased
• magnitude
• frequency
• duration

of ramps

Flexibility Demand

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One side of a flexibility inventory is flexibility demand. What is that demand and how does it change as PV is added to a power system?Average daily net load shapes for each of the four seasons. As solar is added (from red, to blue, to green):	- low level of net load during daylight	- peak load shifted later in the evening (summer)	- narrower evening peak	- steep ramps during the transition to and from daylight hoursThe net load ramps are greater in both magnitude and frequency, so accommodating them requires increased flexibility from the rest of the system
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Flexibility Supply

Flexibility Sources
• Commitment and dispatch of 

the generator fleet, including:
– Thermal generators
– Hydropower
– Storage
– Demand Response

• Imports and exports
• Renewable Curtailment
• Unserved Reserves
• Load sheddingBAD

Not great
Waste of “free” energy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The other half of a flexibility inventory is flexibility supply. What resources are able to move, in what ways, and over what timescales to balance the net load curve in every instant?	- Generator fleet: operational constraints like ramp rates, min gen levels, minimum up and down times can be specified for nearly all generator types. Resources like hydropower, storage, and demand response have additional constraints related to their specific characteristics. For example water use constraints, energy state-of-charge constraints, availability and frequency of use constraints.	- Imports and exports: exchanging power with willing neighbors can be a substantial source of flexibility, but often physical constraints or contracts can impose limits on this flexibility.	- Curtailment of Renewable Energy: with proper equipment, this can be a very fast responding and least-cost source of flexibility. However, NOT using renewable Energy (RE) lowers the capacity factor of RE plants.	- Unserved Reserves – using reserve capacity for flexibility leaves the original variability or uncertainty risk uncovered, leaving the system potentially exposed for greater shortages or failures	- Load shedding or dropped load: Least preferred source of flexibility, some customers may completely lose service for a time 
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Supply Inventory Logic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many factors influence the flexibility of any given generator. For this analysis, we consider factors such as:	- generator “must run” status	- ramp rate	- minimum generation level	- minimum up and down times	- capacity being used for reservesIn order to determine how much flexibility it could provide at any given time, given its dispatch point.
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Three-Step Flexibility Inventory
1. Quantify flexibility needs

Analyze net load (demand 
minus wind/PV) and ramps

2. Quantify flexibility supply
Analyze generator fleet 
dispatch (PLEXOS results)

3. Compare flexibility supply 
and demand

Largest ramps over various timescales

Sources of flexibility under average 
conditions and at specific times

Times when flexibility is the most 
constrained

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, we can use information about the net load (or forecasted net load) in a system to first, quantify the flexibility needs of the system, by identifying when the largest ramps may occur. Second, look at the characteristics of a system (generator fleet, import/export capacity, etc) to determine the availability of flexibility.And finally, compare the need for flexibility with the supply of flexibility to determine if and when there may be shortages. 
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Three-Step Flexibility Inventory

3. Compare flexibility supply 
and demand

Identify when flexibility is the most 
constrained

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, we can use information about the net load (or forecasted net load) in a system to first, quantify the flexibility needs of the system, by identifying when the largest ramps may occur. Second, look at the characteristics of a system (generator fleet, import/export capacity, etc) to determine the availability of flexibility.And finally, compare the need for flexibility with the supply of flexibility to determine if and when there may be shortages. 
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Power System Capacity for Three 
Regions, Two Scenarios Each

• Comparing two 
cases: Reference 
and National 
Goal

• National Goal 
has more PV, 
often more 
storage

• More capacity in 
general

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, using the framework from the previous slide, we assess the “flexibility inventory” of the high PV penetration scenarios constructed by our capacity expansion model for the three regions mentioned in the introduction. Here we see the assumed generator mixes for two scenarios (one reference and one high PV case for three regions throughout the west). Each region has substantially higher PV capacity in the National Goal as compared to the Reference scenario, often with more deployed battery storage as well. 
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Flexibility Demand Results: RPM-OR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The top panel illustrates the net load shape in the RPM-OR area in the two scenarios for the end-year of 2035. Being a relatively temperate region (with largely electric heating rather than gas heating), the load shape in the reference scenario looks similar across seasons, and peaks in the winter. In the National Goal case, the substantial PV capacity dramatically changes the shape of the net load, going down near zero (and in some parts of the year even below zero) during daylight hours.The bottom plot illustrates how the maximum net load ramps (on a 1-hr through 36-hour basis) quadruple or quintuple in the national goal case compared to the reference, due to the dramatic solar ramp in the morning and afternoon. 
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Flexibility Demand Results: RPM-CO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The RPM-CO region has a more typical summer-peaking load shape and sees growth in both PV and wind, unlike the other two focus regions.We see again very low net loads in the middle of the day in the national goal case and increased maximum ramps in the national goal case. 
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Flexibility Demand Results: RPM-AZ

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The RPM-AZ region is the largest of the three and is historically a net exporter of electricityThe net load shape is actually very similar between the reference and national goal cases, since the reference case already exhibits a very high amount of PV generation. With the small increase in PV generation in the National Goal case, there is a small increase in maximum ramps, but is much less dramatic than the other regions studied.
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Power System 
Flexibility Results

Themes
• No major flexibility shortages, even 

under high PV penetrations
• Each region has different sources of 

flexibility, but
• All regions use imports and exports as 

a large source of flexibility
Complications
• Regions are not likely to deploy PV in 

isolation, as we have modeled here
• Markets/utilities may not be able to 

exchange energy as modeled
• Increased PV deployment may result 

in economic generator retirement, 
which we do not fully capture

Average Hourly Flexibility per Region 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall, in this study we found:Even under high PV levels, there were no shortages of flexibility (which may be identified by dropped load, unserved reserves, or other constraint violations)Each region has their own sources of flexibilityAs a recurring theme, most regions lean heavily on other regions for flexibility, since the west is a large and interconnected power systemThese latter two points are illustrated by going region-by-region through the plots of average hourly flexibility.In the case of RPM-OR: most of the region’s flexibility comes from the ability to import and export from surrounding regions. A great deal of the flexibility indicated on this plot as imports is actually the flexibility of hydropower plants in neighboring balancing authorities, such as the Bonneville Power Administration. We see flexibility coming from the gas combined-cycle (gas CC) fleet, and from the storage fleet in the National Goal case.In the case of RPM-CO: RPM-CO has a substantial amount of flexibility coming from imports, but the thermal fleet (coal, NG) contributes in total roughly the same amount. Relative to the RPM-OR focus region, RPM-CO is slightly less interconnected with the rest of the system and relies on its own thermal fleet for more flexibility, especially in the Reference scenario. The National Goal scenario results in the thermal fleet having less downward flexibility, which is compensated by additional bi-directional flexibility from imports/exports and storage.In the case of RPM-AZ: more of its flexibility comes from internal sources, rather than imports and exports, even in the National Goal case. A lot of flexibility comes from its gas CC fleet, some from coal, and some from other types of thermal units (mostly gas combustion and gas steam turbines). The National Goal scenario results in a substantial expansion of storage. Potential complications to using imports/exports heavily for flexibility:As discussed in the RPM section, the High PV scenarios here are developed in isolation. More likely, many regions in the west would adopt high PV scenarios rather than just one region, as we consider.Balancing authorities (or markets/utilities) may not be able to exchange energy as optimally as we consider, meaning this source of flexibility may be overstatedIf there are higher levels of generator retirement than assumed here, flexibility supply might be tighter



Resource Adequacy and
the Capacity Credit of Solar

Comparison of methods for assessing resource 
adequacy under high solar penetrations, including 
approaches to PV capacity credit estimation
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy21osti/72472.pdf

Gord Stephen*, Elaine Hale, and Brady Cowiestoll
Gord.Stephen@nrel.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This project explored methods used for evaluating resource adequacy and the firm capacity contribution of solar in the context of fictitious, very high solar penetration systems

https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy21osti/72472.pdf
mailto:Gord.Stephen@nrel.gov
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Resource Adequacy:
Is there enough power available (in the right 

place, at the right time) for my system to 
serve load with acceptably low shortfall risk?

Capacity Credit:
What portion of nameplate capacity is “firm” 
in the sense that it increases the amount of 
load that can be served with acceptably low 

shortfall risk?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re going to cover two main topics today.The first is resource adequacy …The second is capacity credit …
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How do we assess resource adequacy?
1. Planning reserve margin

2. Probabilistic Methods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First: Two methods for assessing resource adequacy
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Planning Reserve Margin Proxy

Solar PV

Wind

Planning 
Reserve 
Margin

Projected 
Peak 

System 
Demand

Nuclear 
Plant

Coal 
Plant 1

Coal 
Plant 2

Gas CC 1

Hydro

Gas CC 2

Gas CT

Nuclear 
Plant

Battery

Gas CC

Hydro

??

MW

Installed capacity, peak load and planning 
reserve margins are commonly used 
together as a proxy for resource adequacy 
requirements (e.g., I consider my system 
resource adequate if installed capacity 
exceeds expected peak load by 15%)

Easy to calculate (historically) and 
transparent to communicate

Doesn’t directly consider uncertainties or 
redundancy benefits (e.g., peak load forecast 
uncertainty, variable generation, serving load 
with one 100 MW generator vs two 50 MW 
generators)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Resource adequacy is often assessed using the idea of a planning reserve marginClick. The planning reserve margin is essentially an engineering fudge factor. The idea is that if I require a big enough planning reserve margin, and have enough installed capacity to cover my peak load plus that reserve margin (click), for example, “if my installed capacity exceeds expected peak load by 15%,” then I will probably be able to meet demand at all times even if my peak load forecast is off a little bit and there are unexpected generator or transmission outages at key timesThe best thing about this method is it is easy to compute. As such, it is often the method used in least-cost planning tools that need to compare many possible expansion options.Click. But it certainly misses some potentially important detailsClick. And becomes more difficult to use when significant quantities of variable generation resources like wind and solar, or energy-constrained resources like storage are added to the system
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Probabilistic Resource Adequacy

Probabilistic resource adequacy assessment provides a more rigorous quantification of 
shortfall risk using more detailed system representations and probabilistic metrics:

Can specify resource adequacy criteria in terms of these metrics (e.g. I consider my 
system to be resource adequate if LOLE is less than 2.4 hours/year)

Probabilistic assessment (single-region, single-period)• Loss-of-Load Expectation (LOLE) 
expected number of hours with shortfall during 
analysis period

• Expected Unserved Energy (EUE)
expected amount of unserved energy during 
analysis period

• Normalized Expected Unserved Energy (NEUE)
expected fraction of demand unserved during 
analysis period (ratio of EUE to total demand)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An alternative to the planning reserve margin heuristic is to use probabilistic resource adequacy methodsThis class of approaches uses various methods to estimate probabilistic metrics of shortfall riskThat is, for a single area and time period, these methods attempt to estimate the probability of surplus versus shortfallClick. And analyzed together, a number of time periods results can be summarized using metrics like …
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What is capacity credit?
How can we assess solar capacity credit?

1. A heuristic method
2. Equivalent firm capacity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In either paradigm, a key question is “How much does or would individual resource X contribute to resource adequacy?” We summarize the answer to that question by estimating a resource’s capacity credit. In this work we looked at two different methods for estimating capacity credits for PV.
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What is Capacity Credit?

A means to an end:
Capacity credit provides a way to approximate the 
contribution of non-conventional resources (such as 
variable generation and storage) in a conventional 
capacity-based resource adequacy paradigm

Not a panacea:
• No information on expected frequency, duration, 

and magnitude of capacity shortfalls
• Doesn’t consider impact of transmission 

congestion and outages

Yet, a useful heuristic and often the best option 
available in established capacity-centric contexts 
(planning reserve margin-based capacity expansion 
models, capacity markets, etc.)

Planning 
Reserve 
Margin

Projected 
Peak 

System 
Demand

Nuclear 
Plant

Gas CC

Hydro

MW

Wind 
Capacity 

Credit

Solar 
Capacity 

Credit

Battery 
Capacity 

Credit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, what is a capacity credit? Click. In the planning reserve margin paradigm, we’re looking for what portion of nameplate capacity we should count as “firm” or “contributing to resource adequacy”Click. If we can do that, then we can continue to check resource adequacy in this easy way, even though we have variable and energy-constrained resources in our systemClick. To not bury the lead, we’ve generally found that we can estimate capacity credits and use them to plan reliable systems in this way, but we can’t do so blindly. We can only feel confident in how we’re calculating capacity credits and the systems that emerge from our planning tools if we check the results in more detailed operational and resource adequacy frameworks
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Capacity Valuation Methods: INLDC

Incremental Net Load Duration 
Curve Method

• Compare net load duration curves before 
and after adding resource of interest

• Capacity value approximated by average 
net load reduction over highest N net load 
hours, as a fraction of the resource’s 
nameplate capacity

• Used endogenously by RPM (top 100 hours)
• Results for top 10, 50 and 200 hours also 

considered in this analysis

Hale, Stoll, and Mai, 2016

LDC = load duration curve
NLDC = net load duration curve
ILDC = incremental load duration curve (with added resource)

CC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, how do we calculate capacity credits in our planning tools?The heuristic method used to calculate capacity credits in the Resource Planning Model builds off the idea of a load duration curve
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Equivalent Firm Capacity Method

• Calculate probabilistic resource adequacy metric 
for system with resource of interest added

• Remove resource of interest and determine level 
of firm (dispatchable with 100% availability) 
capacity that would be required to restore the 
system to previous probabilistic resource 
adequacy level

• Capacity value of a variable resource defined as 
equivalent firm capacity as a fraction of 
resource’s nameplate capacity

• Results in this analysis calculated with expected 
unserved energy (EUE) probabilistic resource 
adequacy metric

Capacity Valuation Methods: EFC
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can check heuristically computed capacity credits against a more rigorous probabilistic method
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How do heuristic methods used in a capacity 
expansion model compare to probabilistic results in 

the context of high-PV power systems?
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Study Description

Key questions:
• How do planning reserve margin approaches compare to probabilistic resource 

adequacy assessment at higher solar PV penetrations?
• How do peak net load approaches to capacity credit estimation compare to 

probabilistically-derived approaches?

Resource Adequacy / 
Capacity Credit Model

(PRAS)

Planning Model
(RPM)

Probabilistic resource 
adequacy assessment and 

capacity credit calculation for 
VG

System buildouts 
corresponding to five 

scenarios over five future 
years

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exported capacity expansion results to a probabilistic resource adequacy tool, PRASAnd used PRAS to examine two key questions …
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Study Scenarios

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We looked at five different scenarios …
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Western Interconnection Representation in PRAS

Imported from RPM:

• 36 transmission regions  / BAs
• Interregional power transfer limits
• Load and variable generation profiles
• Generator capacities, forced outage rates, and 

mean times-to-repair

Transmission links assumed 100% reliable (no 
outages)

40,000 Monte Carlo samples of simplified system 
operations (annual extent, hourly resolution) 
under randomly-drawn unit outages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PRAS analyzed resource adequacy zonally, for the entire Western Interconnection
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Key Caveats

• Energy-limited resources (e.g. pumped hydro and battery storage) were modeled as 
100% firm capacity by PRAS (although not RPM)

• PRAS only considered a single year of wind, solar, and load conditions: the same 
single year used by RPM when considering expansion decisions

• Economic retirement decisions are not fully modeled by RPM

• Transmission was not modeled in detail, nor were transmission outages considered

• Overall, resource adequacy results here may be overstated: ongoing and future 
work is addressing these shortcomings
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Probabilistic Metrics vs Reserve Margin
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These plots show probabilistic metrics of resource adequacy versus the corresponding planning reserve margin heuristicHigher reserve margins don’t necessarily deliver improved probabilistic metrics – context mattersResource adequacy is more than the sum of reliability-derated generator capacities – interactions between resources impact overall system reliabilityCapacity credit assigned to variable or energy-limited resources becomes increasingly important in planning reserve margin approaches at higher penetrations
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Resource Adequacy Assessment
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These plots show probabilistic metrics of resource adequacy versus model year, as RPM builds out the power systems over time. Lines are at 2.4h/yr LOLE, 10 ppm NEUERPM’s build decisions using reserve margin heuristics result in resource adequate systems when assessed probabilistically (in terms of LOLE and EUE)Shortfall risk increases in later years as optimization tightens reserve margins (see previous slide), but risk metrics are still orders of magnitude below generally-accepted risk levels (red dashed lines)Scenarios with higher VG penetration are not generally higher-risk than the reference scenario (RPM identifies and accommodates adequacy requirements)
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Capacity Credit 
Method Comparison

Choice of capacity credit 
calculation method can 
influence assigned resource 
contributions, although 
general trends persist
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These charts show capacity credit estimates using different variants of the INLDC heuristic and the probabilistic EFC method versus Western Interconnection solar penetrationAverage capacity credit for these resource types interconnection-wideDPV shows up with low capacity credit partially as a modeling artifact—UPV impact is counted first, so net-load DPV is trying to reduce has already been shifted somewhat out of daylight hoursFindings:EFC and INLDC methods provide comparable results at moderate solar penetrations,  but may begin to diverge at higher levelsIncreasing the number of peak net load hours considered in the INLDC method tends to increase the capacity credit assigned to the resourceINLDC methods show increasing CC for Wind as PV penetrations increase, but EFC shows that the picture is more complicated. Especially for the Colorado and Oregon regions, transmission constraints might be playing as much of a role as solar net-load patternsNo one choice of INLDC peak hour parameter consistently tracks the more rigorous EFC method
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Resource Adequacy and the Capacity Credit of Solar: 
Two Key Takeaways

The choice of capacity credit 
calculation method influences 
assigned resource contributions

Larger planning reserve margins 
do not always correspond to 
improved probabilistic resource 
adequacy metrics (e.g. LOLE, EUE)

• Resource adequacy is more than the sum of reliability-
derated generator capacities – interactions between 
resources through time matter

• The systems studied were well within resource adequacy 
thresholds.1 Heuristic methods should be double-checked 
more frequently against their probabilistic counterparts 
as one approaches such thresholds.

• EFC and INLDC methods provide comparable results at 
moderate solar penetrations,  but may begin to diverge 
at higher levels

• No one choice of INLDC peak hour parameter 
consistently tracks the more rigorous EFC method

1

2

1As best as the team could determine with the methods available at the time. Known shortcomings include a single year 
of wind and solar data, assumed full capacity credit for storage resources, and an incomplete assessment of retirements 
that could occur during the study period.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Point 1: This isn’t to say that adding capacity doesn’t always improve resource adequacy (it does, or at worst has no impact) – but two systems with identical planning reserve margins may have very different probabilistic risk metrics, depending on their composition and how capacity credits were assigned.Point 2: There are different options, some may be better than others, but whatever the choice, know that it can influence your results.



Simulating Distributed Energy Resource Responses 
to Transmission System-Level Faults Considering 
IEEE 1547 Performance Categories on Three Major 
WECC Transmission Paths

Richard ‘Wallace’ Kenyon, Barry Mather
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy20osti/73071.pdf

https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy20osti/73071.pdf
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With ever growing quantities of distributed energy resources 
(DERs) on the Western Interconnect (nearly 10 GW of capacity 
today), and varying connection standards regarding abnormal 

condition ride-through (IEEE 1547: 2003 (legacy), 2018; Category I, 
Category II, Category III), how can we best understand the impact 
that these DERs have on the bulk electric system using our current 

simulation capabilities?

Study Impetus

Ride-through: indicates if, and for how long, the DER maintains its pre-disturbance power supply through a 
disturbance (frequency/voltage deviations). Not necessarily indicative of any grid-support functionality.
distributed generation (DG): a subset of DERs, assumed to be Solar PV (I.e. DPV) for this study.
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Two Types of Simulators; One Power System
Transmission Simulations:

• Positive sequence/balanced
• Reduces three phases to one

• Bundled Load/DERs
• Obscured individual operation

• Reduces complexity/enables large 
system simulations

• Three phases/unbalanced
• Models radial networks

• Feeder head to secondaries
• Individual inverter operation

• Can apply IEEE 1547 compliant 
ride through to individual devices

• Single/few feeder simulations

Distribution Simulations: 

How do we incorporate the response of DERs, as determined in distribution 
simulations, in transmission simulations?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the voltage diversity of the feeder
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Study Impetus

Our solution:
Couple transmission and distribution level modeling with 
interfacing data sets at the feeder point of connection to 

assess the impacts of these various standards.

With ever growing quantities of distributed energy resources (DERs) on the 
Western Interconnect (nearly 10 GW of capacity today), and varying connection 
standards regarding abnormal condition ride through (IEEE 1547: 2003 (legacy), 

2018; Category I, Category II, Category III), how can we best understand the 
impact that these DERs have on the bulk electric system with our current 

simulation capabilities?
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Simulation Pathway

WWSIS: Western Wind and Solar Integration Study [1]
DG Output Command: feeder-level aggregate distributed generation response

[1]: Miller et al. Western Wind and Solar Integration Study Phase 3. GE Energy 2014
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Example

Determining the response of DG to a three-
phase fault on Path 61 under varying IEEE 1547 
performance categories – CA case. I’ll talk about 

AZ case at the end.
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Initial Transmission Simulation
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Simulations of the Western Interconnection (WI)

• GE Positive Sequence Load Flow

• Heavy Summer 2023 planning case with high levels 
of utility scale (~17%), and distributed 
(~5%), renewable sources

• Composite load model with generation is used

• Three phase fault scenario on all WI Paths to 
identify the most severe reactions

• Fault cleared after six cycles; 0.1 s

• Severity with respect to DG assessed with the 
introduced Volt-Sec, Volt-Sec-DG metric [2]

[2]: R. W. Kenyon and B. Mather, ‘‘Quantifying transmission fault voltage influence and its potential impact on distributed energy
resources,’’ in Proc. IEEE Electron. Power Grid (eGrid), Nov. 2018, pp. 1–6.
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Path 61 Lugo 500 kV 

• All buses across the system; any transmission voltage level

• Fault Induced Delayed Voltage Recovery (FIDVR)

Voltage Distribution
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Path 61 Lugo 500 kV: Extracted Information

• 123 composite load models with voltage deviations triggering IEEE 1547 action

• Accounts for approximately 4 GW of DG across this system

• Majority of influence is in Southern California
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Transmission -> Distribution Interface

• Interface Open Distribution System simulations with voltage profiles 
from Positive Sequence Load Flow simulations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transmission with distribution via the voltage profiles
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Open Distribution System Simulations

Commercial/residential: 12 kV Industrial: 16 kV Residential: 4 kV

• 123 ‘feeder head’ voltage profiles for distribution systems

• 50 inverters (DG units) compliant to selected IEEE 1547 ride-through criteria on each feeder; 
located on secondaries.

• Proportional representation of residential/commercial/industrial feeders based on impacted 
region.
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IEEE 1547 Ride Through Implementation

• All ride-through control based on pessimistic interpretation of standard—i.e., if current injection is not explicitly 
required, then current injection is assumed to be zero

In general, greater ride through participation at lower 
voltages, for longer periods of time.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving to the right in the table results in greater ride through participation at lower voltages and for longer periods of time following the disturbance
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Overall Distributed Generation Loss

IEEE 1547 
2003

Pessimistic

IEEE 1547 
2018

Category I

IEEE 1547 
2018

Category II

IEEE 1547 
2018

Category III

Lost 
Distributed 
Generation

4,000 MW 2,550 MW 2,340 MW 1,500 MW

• Results of these distribution simulations scaled to match the DG levels 
in the transmission system

• Four simulations of each unique voltage profile dependent on type of 
ride-through criteria implemented
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Aggregate Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No inverter commands (original PSLF model settings) allows recovery of generationThe explicitly commanded scenarios show that no momentary cessation results in full recovery Can change the recovery fraction, but how to know when to apply this? Embedded temporal element
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What about for AZ?

• Initial loss of DER is limited to about 550 MW with IEEE 1547-2018 Cat III 
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Key Findings

• The specific performance of distributed generation during fault 
conditions can have a large impact on the recovery of the power system.

• The temporal elements of the IEEE 1547 performance categories require 
more involved modeling efforts than those implemented today (DER_A 
models are now available, were not at the time of project).

• Fault induced delayed voltage recovery events can generate persistent 
low-voltages at distribution-voltage levels, which can in some cases 
persist beyond the trip criteria of distributed generation.

• IEEE 1547-2003 allows a near immediate real power reduction. IEEE 
1547-2018 categories I and II yield similar yet improved real power 
results. Category III yields a respectively smaller total real power 
generation decrease.
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